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Faculty Wants Mor.e
Benefits, Merit Pay
By Lynn St. Georges

DEMONSTRATORS PICKET Sunday evening outside an adult bookstore on Central. Spokes·
woman Diane Halpern said that the ad-hoc committee planned the demonstration in conjuc·
tion with the local showing of the anti-pornography film Not A Love Story to point out the

relationship between pornography and rape.

,

Medical Services Take to the· Skies
With Helicopter from UNM Hospita·l
.

By Laaura Tolley

The University of New Mexico
Hospital's rapid transport helicopter
service is operating, offering
emergency medical help to most
areas of New Mexico,
Since mid-January a helicopter
program entitled "Lifeguard", has
made about six rescue missions,
most recently transporting a patient
from Gallup to Albuquerque's

Lovelace Medical Center Tuesday
night.
"Lifeguard'' .can transport two
critically injured people, a pilot and
two medical attendants within a 175mile radius of the UNM Hospital.
Paul Jenson, UNM Hospital
assistant administrator said, .. We
feel that there is a real medical need
for it."
.
The "Lifeguard" program can
provide emergency medical service

Admissions To Automate
By Patricia Gabbett

Shifting to an on-line computer
system in the admissions office is
something the University of New
Mexico must do despite budget cutbacks, says to Associate Registrar
Jim Acosta.
Although departments throughout
the University have been asked to
curb their spending, Acosta said
computerization is necessary' and
will ''improve operation of the
office."
The new system, estimated to be
in full operation in about one· year,
will make the admissions office
. "more efficient in student ser"'
vices," Acost said.
"For example, we'll be able to
update students' transcripts quickly
and automatically at the end of each
semester -' something we do
manually now," he said.
Acosta was instrumental in· mod·
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emizing the registration procedure.
"A few years ago, registration
was held at Johnson Gym," he said.
•'There were lines of people all over
the place. It was a mess."
The Registration Center has outgrown its cun:ent computer system,
however, and will complete conversion to the on-line'system by the end
of February, he said. .
..
Along with improving the .effiCiency of the admissions office,
Acosta said his main objective is tb
''emphasize that we are a student ·
service."
.Acosta has spent almost four
years as an assistant registrar. "I'm
excited to work with the faculty. ·
This is a new area for me,'' he said.

to areas of the state that an airplane
orground vehicle cannotreach, Jenson said.
The helicopter can reach about 90
percent of New MexiCO', It cannot
flY in falling snow or in weather conditions in which the pilot cannot see
the ground.
The service is designed to be used
when time is of the essence in a
medical emergency, he said.
Jenson said the decision to request
''Lifeguard'' is made by paramedics
at the scene or by the hospital's
emergency room team.
.
"Lifeguard" would be used in
cases when a person receives
continued on P81111 3

University of New Mexico facul~
tywant4l.8 percent of new 1983-84
compensation funds allocated to
cost-of-living, 29.9 percent to merit
pay and 28.3 percent to fringe benefits, a survey reports.
Forty-two percent of the faculty
strongly urged the annual cost,ofliving adjustment for retirees be increased from .2 percent to 4 percent.
Responses released last week
were from a survey conducted in
November before faculty members
were aware of the state revenue
shortfall,· expected to reduce the
amount of money available from the
Legislature for UNM.
The Senate Budget Review Committee conducted the survey.
- Chairman Richard King said
facultymembers "werenotawareof
the fiscal crisis when they responded. They may feel very differently now."
King said the committee, the
Board of Regents and the state universities' Council ofPresidents concurred in recommendations to the
state Board of Educational Finance
on an "8 percent salary increase re•
quest in addition to other modifica. tions in the retirement program and
health insurance. ''
The committee report said it "is
cautiously reporting these findings,
given the uncertainty of total funds
to be available for compensation increases in 1983-84."
.
The survey also included potential mQdifications in the New Mexico Educational Retirement Act.
The majority ·Of respondents, 61. J
percent, gave high priority to exempting employee contributions
from federal taxes.
Most of the respondents, 74.7
percent, want the state to increase its
share of contributions to the retirement plan from 50 percent to 75 percent.
Another 45 percent of the respondents said high priority should be
·given to allowing participation in an

altemate retirement program.
Responses to a question about the
possibility of reducing the m1mber
of years of service required for full
benefits varjed with the respondent's age, the report said.
Younger faculty members we.re
unsure about decreasing the service
requirement; those aged 45 to 54
placed a high priority on the item;
and the 55-to·64 age group gave it
low priority.
The third part of the survey asked
for views on the adequacy of instructional and research ~upport.

Complaints
Arise about
Grade Delay
By Dennis Pohlman
Law school students who took a
contract law class last semester are
complaining that their grades have
not yet .be-:n posted by professor
Joseph Goldberg.
Student Bar Association President Bruce Cline says he has heard a
nurnber of complaints about the delay in posting the grades.
Goldber, who taught more than
50 students in the course, was
appointed by Gov. ·Toney Anaya to
head the Department of Human Services in Santa Fe during the semester
break.
Goldberg did not post his grades
before. assuming his new job, something Cline said Goldberg .should
have done when he knew he was
under ~onsideration for the appointment.
Goldberg heads the largest de•
partment. in the state executive
branch and is regarded by his former
students and collegues as one of the
most able and hardworking instruc•
continued on page 7

Reminder
If the chemistty between you and
your chemistry course just isn't
. right; if swimming class leaves you
waterlogged, you have until Friday
to drop the course.
After the Feb. 25 deadline, course
withdrawals must be approved by
the dean of the student's college,
said Robert Weaver, dean of Admis•
sions and Records.
''Students who cannot decide if
they should drop a course should go
to the advisers in their college."
Weaver said •

MOTHER'S SORROW .. Laur• F11rn11ndez is comfottlld by friend~: •• •he r.-dl a memorial
p/11que d'edlt:•ted to her •on, kiiiM/. f.7 y••,.. •110 .In .Vl.,n•m. The. pl•que .wa• unv•lllid
SlltUrdlly.ln honor of D11nlel t:ern•ndez. About 300 .people flocked to D11nlel Fernandez
Memor/111 Pllrk In LIJ• Lun•• tot • ttlbute to w•r .,.,.,•n• •nd heroe•.

..
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Job Aid Proposed by Reagan
WASHINGTON- The story of
how President Reagan came to prop·
ose a $4.3 billion jobs program to aid
more than 11 million out-of·work
Americans is a t<1le of a conversion
forced by political and economic
realities.
Sometime this week, Reagan's
top aides hope to come to agreement
with House Democratic leaders on
how to create several hundred
thousand temporary jobs and chan·
nel additional aid to the hungry and
homeless.
In a federal budget approat:hing
$800 billion, the $4.3 billion
Reagan proposed, which could rise
to near $5 b.illion under pressure for
compromise, may seem insignifi·
cant.
But just two months ago, as unemployment was still rising, Reagan
was trumpeting his opposition to
''temporary relief'' programs promoted by Democrats who had ex.ploited the issue of his "compassion" in the fall campaign.
As recently as Jan. 31, in his
budget message to Congress,
Reagan warned '·over-reactive,
short-term remedies are not the
answer" and urged that trust instead
be placed in his longer-term quest
for economic prospl.!rity.
So there was n touch of irony
when, 10 days ago, Reagan sent a
team of top advisers to offer Democratic leaders the outlines of u package of temporary recession relief.

For the record, Rcngan and his
aides insist there is a significant difference between the public works
jobs he proposes and those provided
in earlier plans he threatened to veto.
While deputy White House press
secretary Lmy Speakes said the
Democrats wanted to put Americans
to work doing "leaf-raking chores,
their earlier proposals like Reagan's

placed he.avy emphasis on construction and other public works projects.
Clearer evidence of Reagan's
change of hc_art is provided by the
fact that he proposed $250 million in
additional humanitarian assistance
just days after telling reporters his
administration already was doing
"everyt.hing that we can in that regard,"

Minors Arrested at Party
RIO RANCHO -Organizers of
a city-sponsored weekend teen
dance at the city hall couldn't understand their low turnout until a convoy of police cars started arriving at
Municipal Court.
Police Chief Dencil Haycox said
his 13-man force got help from
several other agencies in arresting
120 people who paid $2 each or $3 a
couple to attend a party at Carole L.
Deolibcira' s home Friday night.
He said those arrested face
charges ranging from unlawful possession of alcohol by minors to possession of marijuana and interference with police officers. Mrs.
Dcolibeira was charged with selling
alcohol to minors.
H:tycox said 80 of those arrested
were under 18 and the youngest was
only 11 years old. Thirty-nine were
between 18 and 20.
He said police confiscated two
kegs of beer, a quantity of marijuana

and pills they believe are amphetamines.
Following the arrests, he displayed a flier that said beer, pot, sex and
drugs would be available at the party. He said the fliers were distributed
to students in local high schools and
middle schools earlier in the day.
"When we first started surveilling the street," he said, "it was like
looking down the midway of an oldtime carnival." He said the cui de
sac, lined with four houses on one
side and five on the other, was filled
with people.
He said that when police entered
Mrs. Deolibeira's home, they found
a young woman lying naked on a bed
in a bedroom and an umber of young
men lined up outside the room.
Haycox said the minors were
turned over to their parents and will
be interviewed later by juvenile
probation officers.

'1,111~ 1\ 1llliS f) l7 1~1l!
Come to the MASH party

Door Prizes
Refreshments
Trivia Contest

Subway Station
Lower Level
N M Student Union

Special "MASH" Dinner
Look-Alike Contests

AGENDA:
6:00 S.o.s. Dinner $2.50 per person and a
TriVia Contest (with prizes)
7:00 Final MASH television show! Free with valid student ID
(one guest per student)
.
9:30 Hot Ups and Klinger look-alike contest
(Linda Thorne and Bill Sandefur judges)
Tlckeis.for s.o.s Dinner will be on sate at the Sliver Screen (10arri·10pm) or the Main L~el New Mexico Student Union (11arri·2pm).
submit a MASH trivia question and an~wer (as many as you llke).lfyoursls drawn l!t the p!rtY; you'll be the winner of a gift certificate!
Heed not be present to win.
..
. .
.
.
.. . _

-----------... --TiiviaQuiStiOnlorm-------·-----------

auestion'-----'---,...--------~--......--------...-....--------Answe~~----~----------~------------------------------

Name:~------------~------~----~----------~---------

Address_____________________________~----------------------

~oneNumbe~-----------------------------------------~---

Helicopter_.------

International

continued from-page 1
second- or third-degree burn on
more than 25 percent of his body,
multiple traum11 c&scs and obstetrics
and newborn-baby emergencies.
"Lifeguard" is also designed for
emergency cases involving potentially lethal overdoses, intoxication
and respiratory or cardiac failure, he
said.
EMS Helicopters, Inc . , of Laguna Beach, Calif., owns and operates
the Bell 260-L-1 helicopter, which
cruises about 140 mph and can fly
between 300 and 12,500 feet from
ground level.
The company pays for the estimated $30,000 it costs to maintain

Mondale Announces
Run for Presidency
ST. PAUL, Minn. -Fonner
Vice President Walter Mondalc
fonnaUy joins the 1984 Democratic presidential race Monday
- a .contest in which he already
enjoys front-runner status more
than a year before the first
primary.
Mondale is to announce his
second bid for the White House
in a speech at the State Capitol,
then fly to the state's frozen
northland where he will use high
unemployment in the Minnesota
Iron Range as a backdrop to
attack the Reagan administration's economic policy.
The rest of his opening schedule is one that other Democratic
contenders will repeat many
times in coming months: first a
stop in Iowa, where the first precinct caucuses are held next Feb-

7

Monday
February 28
6:00-10;00pm

F"re~s

WALTER MONDALE

ruary; then on to New H<1mpshire, site of the first primary
next March, and finally to
Washington for a campaign rally.
Mondale joins Sens. Alan
Cranston of California and Gary
Hart of Colorado as announced
Democratic candidates. Fonner
Gov. Reub in Askew of Florida is
scheduled to join the pack
Wednesday and Sen. Ernest
Hollings of South C11rolina
announces within a month. Sen.
John Glenn of Ohio will
announce in the spring, and Sen.
Dale Bumpers of Arkansas has
not yet decided whether to run.
Four years as Jimmy Carter's
vice president along with 12 in
the Senate have contributed to
Mondale's No. l ranking in opinion polls at this stage. Until Sen.
Edward Kennedy dropped out of
he Democratic race in December,
however, M:ondalc shared first
place.Rccent national polls show
both Mondale and Glenn would
beat President Reagan if the election were held today, and Hart
and Cranston are not ruled out as
legitimate prospects at this point
either.

...

Baker was third in a Ford, RUtt·
man fourth in a Chevrolet and Dick
Brooks fifth in a Ford.
Yarborough, Baker and Ruttman
monopolized the lead for the last 100
laps of the 200-lap event over the

For the second year, the hospital
will pay the $30,000 fixed monthly
rate, but not mileage or lift-off
charges.
Other local hospitals arc beginning to join the program, Jenson
said. UNM Hospital plans for all the
hospitals to have access to the service.

FREE
French Fries
with this coupon and the· Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)
a .55¢ savings

·

e:ocpires 2-27-83

Frontier Restaurant

-----------------

2.pieces of Golden Fried Chicken

Mondale already has assem·
bled the most extensive staff of
the Democratic contenders, with
field operations on the ground in
Iowa, New Hampshire and California, where fundraising is of
prime importance even though
the nation's largest state has one
of the last primaries.
He expects to raise and spend
the full $2S million allowed by
law for candidates. seeking fue.•
nomination.
·

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

1/1

Reg. 5 221
with coupon - Good Any Time - No Limit

Open Daily
Use our convenient drive up wlodows at
at :DDam
1830 Lomas NE
Other Locations
4700 Menaul NE
10015 Central NE
5231 Central SW with coupon thru 2 -2?-83 11200 Montgomery NE

11

FREE·

51 25

OFF
any

M•dium
Pizza

But, Patty said,· the officers now
were "pounding on bricks, knock·
ing on doors and asking questions"
in two-man teams.
He said the focus of the manhunt
was still central North Dakota, but
leads were being checked in Minnesota, Montana and South Dakota.
U.S. Marshal Kenneth Muir and
Deputy U.S. Marshal Robert Chesire Were slain last Sunday as officers tried to arrest Kahl for parole
violation.
Kahl, 63, who spent a year in prison for tax evasion, eluded authorities despite one of the biggest manhunts ever in the area.
Five suspects in the case, including Kahl's wife, Joan, and son,
Yorivon, were to appear Tuesday at
a hearing before U.S. Magistrate
William Hill in Fargo. All were in
the Cass County jail except Yori:
von, who was in a Bismarckhospital
recovering from injuries suffered in
the shootout near Medina, N.D. ·

z

0

I ltr. Soft Drink _g
($2.25 value)

0

A.

::::» 1
Larg• Pizza 8 0 1
with any

coupon expires 2-27-83
one coupon per pizza

~

() 1

coupon expires 2-2_7-83
one coupon per PIZZO

1
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YOUR HILP IS NIIDID

to provide the may lifesaving vaccinnes produced by blood plasma A.
donors, such as: Albumin, Gammaglobulin, Anfihem. ophll.ic Factors,
Tetanus Toxoid and many others lndudlng Hepatiflus "D" vacdne.

.

.

$1.00

·..

...

lOftUS on Your First Donation

when you bring this coupon 6 voHd student oi mlitary J.D.
Umlt f per donor. Ofler expires .3-4-63

Ill~

Buy any Sandwich

El

FREE
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Yarborough Takes Flag
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. Calc Yarborough shot past Buddy
Baker on the backstretch of the filial
lap Sunday and then outraced Joe
Ruttnlan to the finish line to win the
$! million. Daytona' 500, Yarbor"
ough's third victory in theNASCAR
classic.
Yarborough, driving a Pontiac,
took the checkered flag one car
length ahead of Bill Elliott, who
sneaked past Baker and Ruttman at
the finish in his Ford.

Jenson said he expects the helicopter pay for itself, making 30 to 45
trips a month.

LIFEGUARD: The UNM
Emergency Medical Service
helicopter takes off during a
recent practice run.

Tax Protester Sought
JAMESTOWN, N.D. -Dozens
of federal, local and state officers
held a strategy session Sunday in
their thus-far fruitless search for a
militant tax protester accused of
slaying two U.S. marshals one week
ago.
An FBI spokesman said there
were no promising leads on the
whereabouts of suspect Gordon
Kahl, a member of the Posse Com·
itatus tax protest group.
"There is nothing. real positive or
definite. We're still going out talk·
ing with people and checking out
tips," FBI agent Ben Patty said.
He said most of the 50 to l 00
officers involved in ·the search were
attending a strategy session at the
command post in Jamestown.
The FBI Saturday began using
two-man investigative teams with
officers going door-to-door. Earlier
in the Week, convoys of about 50
heavily-atmed officers checked
homes in Ashley, N.D.

the helicopter and pilots for one
year. The hospital pays )jft.offfccs,
mileage, gas and lubrication fqr the
helicopter which arc, in turn,
charged to patients who use the
transport.
Lift-off charge is $250 with a
additional cost of $4.50 a mile. Patients are billed for personnel time
and medical supplies.

2.5-mile Daytona International
Raceway.

::t!

.. . .

The trio ran as a pack ahead of the
rest of the field for the last 100 miles.
Yarborough, who started from the
fourth row in the 42·carfield, recaptured the lead with 12laps to go but
allowed Baker to pass him one lap
later. Yarborough tailed Baker for
the final 11 laps and made .his ded·
sive move on the final lap.
Ruttman foliowed Yarborough
inside of Baker but could never
catch the 42-year-old veteran.
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and receive
16oz Drink with coupon
1844 Lomas at Yale/4711 Menaul

Breakfast Special

2 Eggs & Toast

.69¢

Yarborough averaged 155.98
mph in winning the 25th running of
the Daytona 500, stock car racing's
richest event. ·

Breakfast Served Anytime
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--Commentary-Cut Arms Extravagance
By Edwin R. Wilmsen
On Monday, Feb. 21 at 8:30a.m. in room 308 of the Roundhouse,
the House Labor Committee will be reviewing a Jobs with Peace
memorial which calls upon the congress of the United States to
reduce military spending and to make more money available for
education, housing, health care and socially productive industries,
Although similar in intent to the nuclear weapons free;o:e memorials
recently passed by the Legislature, the emphasis of this legislation is
upon the social and economic effects of increasing the military
budget at the expense of social services. Public testimony is invited,
In our state, defense spending is an important issue which bears
careful examination. Defense spending, it is argued, benefits New
Mexico by creating jobs for other people, But while New Mexico
received nearly $2 billion in military funding last year, we continue to
be plagued by high unemployment and low per capita income •
among the lowest in the nation. In fact, military spending generates
comparatively few jobs. According to the U.S. Department of Labor,
almost any category of non-military employment. will produce more
work for one billion dollars spent than does defense production.
Compare 75,000 jobs created by $1 billion ;., military spending with
187,000 jobs created by the same sum spent on education.
Furthermore, we can't eat rockets. The defense industry produces
no useful commodities but consumes vast quantities of irretrieval;lle
resources. Generously subsidized by the government, it has reaped
huge profits while creating scarcity, decreased productivity, high
interest rates and ruinous inflation, Our tax dollars are being used to
promote the growth of an industry which is crippling our economy;
threatening our prosperity as well as our lives in a mad rush to build
more and more superfluous megatonnage.
As citizens, as students, as working people, our best interest clearly
lies in bringing a halt to this ever-mounting profligacy. We must turn
about and invest our public revenues in our own well-being. New
Mexico will do well to join the many other states and communities
throughout the nation who demand Jobs with Peace.
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---Humor--Eat Prunes, Stay Healthy
By D;;.ve Barry
The primary form of medical treatment in the United States is blood
removal. Walk into any American hospital for any reason and withjn
seconds a medical person will thrust a lengthy needle into your arm
and remove as much blood as is legally permissable.
The reason for this procedure is that blood causes almost all diseases. This was discovered by accident over a century ago by a
famous medical researcher. He had been studying several dozen
patients with different diseases, when suddenly he noticed an
astounding fact: all of the patients contained blood. Reali;o:ing thatthis
was unlikely to be mere coincidence, he decided to examine blood
closely, and he discovered that although blood appeared to his naked
eye to be just a reddish liquid, when he looked at it under a microscope he could see gigantic eyelashes. He concluded that disease is
caused by eyelashes in the bloodstream, which at the time was
considered a major medical breakthrough.
Eventually, medical researchers learned to operate microscopes
correctly, and they began to see that human blood is actually teeming
with millions of teeny organisms, some of them with little tentacles
which enable them to teem more efficiently. The only organisms that
really belong in your blood are the red cells and the white cells. The
red cells are your body's Room service. They carry food and oxygen
to all your bodily orgam;,which snork these items up withoutso much
as a "thank you.'' The only reward the red cells get. is iron in the form
of prunes, which the other organs don't want anyway. If you don't eat
enough prunes, your red cells may get very tired and they can't get up
to bring food and oxygen to your brain. This causes your brain to
cease functioning, which can lead to unconsciousness or, in serious
cases, an increased interest in televised golf tournaments.
The white cells are your body's House Detectives. Most of the time
they lounge around the bloodstream with nothing to do, telling dirty
jokes and occsionally forming cysts. But they swing into action when
your body is attacked by one of the many enemy organisms tha can
get into your bloodstream, these being bacteria, viruses, rotifers and
tiny little lockjaw germs that dwell on the end of all sharp objects. As
soon as one of these organisms is spotted in your bloodstream, the
white cells drop whatever they're doing and pursue it; this often leads
to a wild chase all over the inside of your body as the enemy organism
ducks behind your tonsils, kidneys, etc. in a desperate effort to elude
the white cells. Very often innocent tissue is damaged. Eventually, the
white cells catch the invader and tie its tentacles behind its back with
antibodies, which are your body's Handcuffs. Then they lead it, amid
much shouting and bragging, down to the intestines to be deported.
If your blood contains so many enemy organisms that your white
cells can't handle the job, you have to go to the hospital, where
medical personnel will put you in a bed and wait until you fall asleep
so they can wake you up repeatedly and remove your blood via
lengthy needl.es. The doctors will then observe you for several days to
see if they notice any medical symptoms, which they note on your
chart:
March 3- Patient still contains traces of blood. Let's not let this
happen again.
,
If you don't get better after a couple of days, they'll start removing
organs one at a time, starting with the ones you don't use very often,
such as the spleen. Doctors have found that most patients improve
markedly after organ removal:
DOCTOR: So, Mr. Jones. How do you feel today?
PATIENT: Fine. Really fine.
DOCTOR: Are you sure? Because you have several more organs we
could remove •
PATIENT (shrieking): Nol Nol I'm finel I swear itl
DOCTOR: Well, I notice that since the operation in which we removed several organs, you've been sort of listless. Maybe we'd
betterPATIENT (staggering to his feet and stumbling across the room
clearly in enormous pain): No I No! Look I I'm walking around I Really!.
l'mfinel
DOCTOR: Well, okay. For now. I'll be back to check on you again in
·
an hour.
So there you have it: the miracle of modern medicine. Of course,as
I pointed out earlier, you can avoid modern medicine altogether if you
remember to eat your prunes.

!
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Fresh Squeezed
Orange Juice
INVENTOR, INVENTION: Ex-UNM Professor Dr. K. Thomas Feldman shows off his solar-fired
water heater. Feldman says that most of his business comes from engineers.

Holding Good Professors
Requires More ~Reward'
By Lynn St. Georges
University professors "need
more positive feedback and more reward for productivity," says a former University of New Mexico engineering professor, who left
teaching to go into business for himself.
Professors "who produce should
get more reward. Retaining excellent professors would attract more
excellent students and research con·
tracts," said Dr. K. Thomas Feldman, president of Energy Engineer' ing Inc. in Albuquerque.
The University, Legislature and
governor are ''now talking about
creating a center of excellence,''
something that they "should have
been doing all along," Feldman
said.
"UNM gets most of its faculty
when they are fresh out of graduate
school. The University is operated
like a fann club for industry and
larger out-of-state universities," he
said.
Feldman said many ofthe excellent professors he had known while
teaching at UNM are gone.
"There are many excellent people
at the University, but we've also lost
a large number," he said. "I really
enjoyed being at the University. lt
was a rewarding time."
Feldman, oneofthefirstpeople to
get involved in solar energy research
at UNM, said, "I felt I needed to get
out and do S(Jme of the things that 1
had been talking about. I wanted to
practice my profession instead of
just teaching· it."
At UNM, Feldman produced
many research reports and technical
papers but, he said, "Very little of
this work was ever used by industry
and produced very few new products
or jobs."
"I feel the University has

tremendous potential to be a major
influence in our Southwest region,"
he said. "There are a lot of unrealized opportunities that we don't follow up on.
"Are we going to manage the
University so we can retain our excellent professors?'' he asked.
"Excellent faculty and students is
what it boils down to if you arc going
to be a center of excellence.''
Feldman came to UNM in 1964 as
an assistant professor of mechanical
engineering, where he organized
and taught courses in energy-related
fields.
He was the first director of the
Engineering Co•op program with industry, and he was the first director
of Energy Research on campus.
.In 1977, Feldman formed his
company for engineering consulting
work. He invented a passive integral-storage solar water heater which
he patented. The development of
this invention was done through his
business.
Feldman began selling his product primarily to engineers because,
''Our product is technically more
sophisticated than ordinary solar
equipment. Engineers can understand why it is more reliable and
efficient," he said.
In 1980, he went on a half-time .
appointment as a research professor,
and in 1981 began full time work at
his company.
Before leaving UNM in 1981, he
designed the heat recovery system
for the UNM heating plant, "saving
the University $70,000 to $80,000
per year," he said.
Feldman's heat pipe solar water
heater is passive, requiring no moving parts, electrical power, pumps or
controls. It is highly reliable and
more efficient than other active or
passive solar water heaters, Feldman said.

31f2¢ per ounce

Student Bookstore
Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE 243-1777
Serving UNM and the Albuquerque area.
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FacultY----~ontinued from page 1

In the area of direct instructional
support, faculty in nearly. all colleges said classroom and laboratory
equipment and facilities were considered adequate. Computer, audio·
visual; library and photocopy ser·
vices were also graded as adequate.
Areas considered most inadequate were equipment repair and
maintenance, teaching assistantships and visiting faculty
appointments.
Responses related to indirect instructional support itenis showed
that access for handicapped students, the bookstore, campus security, janitorial services, office space
and student services were generally
regarded as adequate. Those listed

as inadequate were building climate
control, parking facilities and travel
for instructional development.
Faculty from most colleges ''re·
sponded that support for research
and other scholarly/creative activi·
tics is not adequate, particularly
clerical services, return of overhead
funds, state funding, released time
from instruction, .research ass is·
tantships, supplies and travel
funds," the committee report stated.
The report also said the faculty
"generally .considers micro·
computers and word processors to
be 'high need' items,"
The survey questionnaire was
sent to all full-time faculty, 1,160,
and 565 were returned (48.7 per·
cent).

~
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Bottle Bill Lobbyists Continue
By Laura Tolley

Monday, February 28th
Starts a( 10:30
After tlu.• M*A*S*H BASH
Graham Central Station

1-------------1
Thesday, March 1st
8p.m.
Kiva Auditorium

iiiLL r10NROE
& The BlueeraH BOYS
Friday, March 11th
7:30 and 9:30
Kimo Theater

1------------....
Li_Ui!ftiJl!
~E~

and '1e+£ ~~ IJJklz,
Monday, March 28th
Graham Central Station

The 4077th Mobile Army Surgical Hospital crew will be pulling up stakes
and returning home to their loved ones,
That's the good part.
The bad part is that after II years, the M*A*S*H crew is abandoning
millions of loyal viewers who have laughed and cried during the series' long
brutal vigil of mending bodies and mopping up blood while crackingjokesto
ease the pain.
The last regular half-hour show will air at 8 tonight, on channel 13,
KGGM.
The grand finale movie will air at 7:30p.m. Feb. 28, when Hawkeye, B.J.,
Col. Potter, Hot Lips and the rest of the 4077th go stateside during a
two-and-a-half hour movie special.
The series will have run more years than the Korean War it depicts. During
that time, it has amassed millions of f:;ms, many of whom will be commemorating the final episode of M*A*S*H by throwing various "M*A*S*H
Bashes".
The University of New Mexico Subway Station in the New Mexico Union
is throwing a party Feb. 28 for the movie special. ·
"We're having a big party. It starts at 6 p.m. and will go to about 10 p.m.
or so," said manager Alan Lay.
The party, except for the "S.O.S." dinner at 6 p.m., is free tq UNM
students with valid UNM IDs, Dinner tickets are $2.50 and can be purchased
at the SUB before the 28th.
From 6 to7 p.m. door prizes will be given away, and party-goersc.an vote
on their favorite "M*A*S*H" episode in the "Hall of Fame", contest.
The movie will be shown from 7:30 to 10 p.m. in the Silver Screen area
downstairs in the Subway Station. Lay said after the movie a "Hot Lips
Houlihan 11nd Max Klinger'' look-a-like contest will be held. KGGM's Linda
Thorne and KOAT-TV's Bill Sandefur will judge this contest.
Lay said there "will be lots of prizes" given away during the party and
invites students to attend,
Some sororities and fraternities are also honoring the end of M*A *S*H by
throwing "M*A*S*H Bashes."
Alpha Chi Omega sorority is giving a "Come as your favorite M*A*S*H
member'' party the 28th for sorority members, said chapter president Michelle Polk.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity is having an "all sorority M*A*S*H party"
and guest are invited to dress in M*A*S*H attire.
Other sororities, including Pi Beta Phi and Chi Omega, are ending their
Monday night meetings early the 28th so members can watch the show.
The movie will be the last chance to sec M*A*S*H for a while. CBS is L~~~~~~E~~~~~~~~::l..,...
temporarily removing M*A*S*H reruns from its programming.
&::
So, relax and enjoy the show.!

IIUEY
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By Dennis Pohlman

..

Several proposals to place a deposit on beverage containers sold in
New Mexico remain before the state
legislature in varying stages of progress, says to Keith Moheban of the
New Mexico Public Interest Re·
search Group,
Moheban said NMPIRG is lobbying for some type of' 'bottle bill''
this year.
The group conducted a survev on
the University of New Mexico.that
showed more than 85 percent of the

the news

plus special guests
The Planets
Wednesday, March 30th
Graham Central Station
Tickets at all Real Big Ticket
outlets. Listen to KFMG for
details or call 299·7799 for
more information or to
charge tickets.

Opposition to a federal . plan to
evacuate Albuquerque citizens to
northern New Mexico communities
in case of nuclear attack was vocal
and widespread at Civil Defense
forum held Saturday.
The day-long event at the Convention Center featured six panel
discussions on the plan and broader
questions of nuclear deterence and
survivability. The panelists included
eight past and present University of

New Mexico professors,
Richard Cady, director of institutional research and a political science professor at UNM, said civil de.fcnse does not enhance deterrence
against nuclear war; in fact, it
weakens deterence, making nuclear
war more likely to occur.
Cady explained that evacuation of
American cities during a time of international tension would not appear
as a benign act by potential adversaries, and would likely cause an
enemy to strike quickly or re-target

nuclear weapons on the so-called
"host" communities.
He said mass evacuation, once
begun, would develop an inertia that
would be hard to stop.
Decision makers would be hardpressed to convince people to return,
continuing a process that would be
seen as preparation to fight by an
enemy, Cady said.
Roger Hagengruber, an employee
of Sandia Laboratories and an adjunct professor of political science,
said not having any plan would be

Entire Paris Collection
FAMOLARE~
20~0FF

'

So everyone can have a pair of Faanolares, we reduced all oun 20~. Now aU women
and men can by th• fantastic shoes! Or, If !/OU already love these "wavy 110les", get
morel Save on Famolares at aU three Parts stores, The Other Side and Shoe Circus.
Remember, thfs specfal fs for a lllllfted tfme - and definitely ends Mon., Feb. 28th!
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The problem is that bottle bills
with different provisions are in both
legislative houses and compromises
will have to be made by the sponsors
to achieve one bill that has a chance

Standards Set for Editor
By Gloria Simon
Deadlines and qualifications for
selecting a new editor of the New
Mexico Daily Lobo editor were
established at the Friday meeting of
the University of New Mexico Student Publications Board,

:;...~~~~~-..a.~

Nuclear Attack Evacuation Plan Draws Opposition
By Dennis Pohlman

students questioned favored bottle
bill legislation, Moheban said,
adding that students have been a
powerful base of support for the
NMPIRG bottle bill lobbying.
''Some of the bills are hung up in
committee because of questions
raised by the beverage industry, but
we have high hopes of seeing something this year," Moheban said.

irresponsible by our government.
Some imperfect form of civil defense was a logical step to take in
light of the vast numbers of weapons
deployed and the complex technology of the arms race, he said.
Hagengruber said there must be
plans to deal with the possibility of
accidental or .limited nuclear exchanges in the interest of saving
lives.
Hagengruber repeatedly tried to
explain that he favors only a limited
form of civil defense. A perfect civil
defense would provokea war, and
an attempt to reach such a position
could be seen as hostile, Hagengru·
her said.
Professor Emeritus Edwin Hoyt
said he is concerned that government leaders seem to be placing a
great deal of emphasis on fighting
and winning a limited nuclear war.
The evacuation plan undermines deterrence and reflects a trend by U.S.
leaders to put nuclear war in conven. tiona! terms, Hoyt said.
The professor said Americans
must send a message to government
leaders that the nation does not want
the country plans for fighting a nuclear war, but instead urge them to
make every effort to avbid war.
The plan was also criticized by
economics professor Lee Reynis,
who said her investigation shows
that almost twice as mu.ch money is
currently being spent to save U.S.
leaders than members of the .general
public.
·
Reynis said tax dollars are going
into protection of congressmen,
bureaucrats and essenti~l workers in
large amounts, while proposals for
ordinary citizens, if fully-funded,
would total little more than $1 per
person.
Civil defense costs are hidden in
other budgets, Reynis said, and
while the total is unknown, it is
clearly more than the nation can beat
in a time when citizens are unemployed and hungry.
Visiting political science Professor Tom Kortda described the
psychological effects qf the arms
race, and said for the. most part,
Americans do not feel they will survive a nuclear war. Konda said the
more talk of civil defense, the less
secure citizens feel.

The board set March I as the date
when candidates may begin submitting applications, and set April 1 as
the date to close the application process. Interviews will be held April 9
and three semi-finalists will be
selected. After a week-long training
period at the newspaper, one of the
finalists will be chosen as the new
editor on April 16. The new editor
will assemble a new Daily Lobo staff
and take over the publication on
April24.
Requirements for the position of
Daily Lobo editor are:
• The student must be in good standing in his or her college.
• The student must have been enrolled at the University of New Mexico
for at least one full semester,
although not necessarily the semester immediately preceeding his or
her selection.

• The student must have demonstrable journalism experience.
Applicant$ are encouraged to submit a letter of recommendation.
Applications can be picked up in
room 131 of Marron Hall

Both Cline and Desiderio pointed
out that grading policies are more
relaxed at the law school, because
most examinations require students
to write lengthy essays on legal
questions. It is not unusual for professors to take several weeks before
posting final grades, they said,
adding that Goldberg has simply
taken longer than normal.
Cline said student reactions are
mixed. Some are completely caught
Up in the new semester and don't
care; while others· want to know how
they scored to correct any problems
they have with study habits and writ"
ing styles, he sai(l.
Complaints have tapered off since
the semester began, but in all, Cline
said he received dozens of complaints about grade posting.
Goldberg is the only instructor
with fall grades •not posted, Cline
said.
'
Goldberg, reached by telephone
at his Santa Fe office, said he is
aware his grades are still not posted,
but that it will be .a while longer
before he can complete the grading.
"I'm a notorious late grader,"
said Goldberg, who explained that
his new position, and the fact that he
always gives .student essays. very
careful examination, have delayed
the process.
He said he has the grade books
and the examination essays, and will
have the grades in "sooner ot
later."

lip~rriee
Annof.mq•mems In Lip "sen•ice will ru11 the dQl
before thi.! even_t lllTd Jhe day of rhe evtnl on a space
awlilable basis, Lip Service is uvai{~/Jle 10 all UNM
non-profll orgaf!izartons. Forms for Lip Service <'tm
be plt:kcd up in MOrron Hall. room JJB a_nrt mu.rt be

The Blue _Key Honor Scx:I~Jy will hnve a general
fn~!!ting nJ 7:30 p.-m. Monday in the SUB, room
2lJE.
A ~lure onTesiTaklngwjll br:h«;)l;l frqm JO tQ Jl
1\.m. todny a~ .the University Skill$: Cl!nler, Zimmerman Library, third Ooor,

twnefiifl b)l2 p.m. the day prior to publication.

Today's Events

Tuesday's Events

The Sant'luary Gro~p, for alcoholl~qn1Y 1 meets at
8 p.m. Mondays at the Newman Center,
Women'~

Rugby will

b~gin

The ASUNM Speakers CommiHee will pr~seilt
N~l~on Peery and Marta Ctlnvezfrom 1he C9mmunist
L~bor Pnrty who.wiiJ tipenk on "Hemispheric Unity"

-practice at S:30 p.m.

a! 7:30 p.m. Tuesday

today. Fields are loca(cd l!PUtheast of the UNM

1

Small Christian Fellowship roec:t~ at nOQn c:very
Monday, Wednesday and Fri~ay in tile SUB:, setond
floor lobby area, south end of the building. All In·
tercsled persons arc welcome.

The- SanciUIU')' <;roup, ror ulco~olia; oni)'J meet$ at
noor1 Tuesdays at the Newmnn Celller.

A l.otture on T<st To~I•R will be h•ld from 2 lo J
p.m. TutsdQ)' Ill the_-UnivC:rshy Skills Center, Zim·
merman Library, third ncar.

PR-Medlr•l Profe!lslons' Club will havQ n.
p'rC:$elllation on the School of Mcdicin~'s primary
care cirritulpm from 7 to 9 p.m. today in the
J;:ducation Building, .room 101.

"Minorille~ and Mtdlclne 1' ' a motlvatlomd
work$hop pragram, will be held May 23·27.
ApplicaJions are available by wrl.d11g: ••Motivatic;mal
Work_shop Program," SIUdent r\ffairsQffice _BilSIC
Sdence Me~lcal UulJding, room 106, Albuqu'erque,
N.M., ~7131 or by <alllna Lauro Silva, MWP
Coordinn!or at 277-4654 or2'1'7·2728.

·Management Denlopment and Tnfnlna Penonnel

will affer a workshop on liTypewrlter Operation,
Maintenance, and Special feature Application,"
today. More information i~availableat277·234l.
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Tuesday, Feb~uary 22, 1983
9:00 am-4:00 pm
North Ballroom
Studen~ Union Building
BS/MS in EE, ME, IE and CS.
Come informally any time during the day and learn about career
opportunities in IBM from many different locations throughout
the country. Then sign-up on interview schedules of your choice
for formal interviews which will take place on March 8.
Interviews for careers in Marketing will be scheduled by the
Placement Center.

No long lines. No overflows. No missed opportunities.
Refreshments will be served.
Bring Personal Data Sheets or Resumes for admittance.
U.S. Citizen~hip or permanent residence required for interviews.

_........_

___

---------' -.-------

--=~=®
An Equal Opportunity Ernployer
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the SUD NQrlh J)nl.lr9Qm,

A Women and RellglOJI Support G:oup, led by
Ali«: Brasfield, .will meet lit 4 p.m. Tuesday at the
l,J_nitcd Cam~us Ministry Ce1tter. 1801 Las Lomas
N.E,

• tBWl'S
J\1lnounctn9 er
bft\Ca\ care

r

.ht

Admission is ftee,

fQolball stadium. Beginners ~lld ~pcricnced playerS
ar~; welcome . Mofe information is avnlluble from
Connie or Susan at '255-8130.

University of New Mexico
• Seniors • Graduate Students

Grades-continued from page 7
tors the law school has had in many
years.
"You can't outwork Joe Goldberg," said law school Dean Robert
1. Desiderio. "He's well qualified to
do the job in Santa Fe and we miss
him around here already.
"I've spoken to him about the
grades, but in this situation, I have
notplaced a deadline on him. He has
the grade books in his possession
and knows he has to turn the grades
in soon," Desiderio added.

of passage, Moheban explained.
A senate bill in~;luding the main
points desired by NMPIRG has been
tabled in committee pending the return of the swing vote on the issue,
he said, The measure, sponsored by
Sen. Edward A. McGough, R-Rio
Artiba, was debated and tabled after
all attempts to issue a recommendation ended in a 4-to-4 deadlock.
A similiar bill in the house has just
been assigned to committee, Moheban said. Hearings on the bill have
been rescheduled for Thursday,
Moheban said.
Several other bills, with varying
provisions, are also on the legi~la
tive calendar.
Moheban said some of these exempt cans; others set up intricate
administrative functions, things
NMPIRG opposes, Moheban said,
The ideal. bottle bill would help
New Mexico clean up the escalating
litter problem and would provide an
incentive for retailers to redeem the
containers, Mohebal! said.
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Papermaking Class Teaches
New Uses for Ancient Craft
"I'm not expecting expert sheet
makers because the course is designed to get students working with
paper.as a medium," Hamilton said.
Hamilton, who received his BFA
at Southwest Missouri State, said
even though there is a great demund
for this type of course, there are no
definite plans to offcrit in the future.
"If it is funded in the future, then
the course will continue to be taught
in my shop," Hamilton said.
Hamilton who made paper as an
art for two years. He is presently
casting paper for molds of Zuni
Pueblo landscape designs from 1880
and 1980,
The molds, which are of great
contrast, were designed by Ann
Zinn of Santa Fe und made by Shidoni Foundry in Santa Fe.
After the paper castings are
shown in Santa Fe, they will travel to
the Smithsonian Museum in
Washington D.C.

By Arden Hebert
The ancient craft of papermaking,
origins of which have been shrouded
in the mysteries of vanished peoples, is being taught by the University of New Mexico's art department.
Any natural or organic material
cun be used, to make paper. The fibers arc broken down and separated
into pulp, and then hand-screened,
pressed and dried,
The process can be done on a
smull scale. A greater quantity of
paper !can be produced with the aid
of mqre elaborate equipment, said
Russell Hamilton, instructor of the
paperin~king course.
Hamilton, owner of Cuervo Creutivc Papers, began teaching papermaking this spring in his shop. He
said his 19 students spend Fridays
making paper from various mute.
rials such as lOO percent cotton rag
and linter fiber.

-Jack's Lounge
and
Restaurant

1504 Central SE
(5 blks. west of UNM)
242-7490

Try our

Orphan Annie's Durable Story
Sings Melodies of Love, Hope
The world's most endearing curly-headed orphan and her dog, Sandy, are making their way to Albuquerque. The international hit
musical Annie will be performed at
. the University of New Mexico's
Popejoy Hall Monda-y through
Wednesday, Feb. 21 to 23.
The Monday night performance,
which begins at 7:30p.m., will offer
a special half-price discount for children 14 years and younger,
The eighth-longest running
musical, iln11ie is now the only
Broadway musical to have four pro-

Now Serving

SANDWICHES & PIZZA

AND THE WINNER IS: Singer/guitarist Jack Wolfgang will represent UNM at the All·
American National Collegiate Talent Search that will take place next month in Las
Cruces.

Musicians Represent UNM
In Collegiate Talent Contest
Texas but feels the streets of San
Francisco taught him quite a bit
about his craft.
"I learned the most on the
streets," Wolfgang said. "Every
musician should know the
streets."
Jack is a computer science rna·
jor atUNM.
The Muttz were chosen over
two other bands in last spring's
talent contest. Guitarist Chris
Draeup describes his band's
music as "original, high-energy
dance music.''
This group of young musicians
is originally from Taos, New

Wolfgang, who continues to
play the guitar after an accident
18. years ago left one of his hands
permanently damaged, says his
style is to blend blues, jazz and
folk music into songs that he himself writes. He has played with a
variety of bands in Californi.a and

Godfather's Pizza Combo- it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's hold.in' ya'?

By Arden Hebert

meetings a decision was rnade on
how to coordinate it."
At the end of the first four weeks
of school, a questionnaire was submitted to students to get their reactions to the topics, presentations and
lectures.

"Experiencing the Arts," a
course designed to expose students
to the arts, has proved fascinating to
those taking the course,. the first of
its kind in the College of Fine Arts.
Students in this course are required to attend performances and
exhibitions such as Candide, La
Cantina de Ia Muerte and Springtimespace, among several others.
"For some time the idea of an
interdisciplinary course had been
floating around the college," said
course co·ordinator Merideth Paxton, "After a year of preliminary

Albuqterque 5 loe•tlon•
106 ..... VloU, SE
5!06 Control, SW .
11700 M...ulllhod. NE
IUS C.....luto, NW
554111_....,, NE
AJoa Ia .Riollon<ho

Mexico and last weekend were
featured in the Sunday Showcase
at Bogart's lounge.
In addition to recognition
generated by the trip to Las
Cruces and the talent contest,
Wolfgang and The Muttz have
won a complete promotion package. This includes the making of
a demonstration tape, a photography session and playing dates at
UNM campus.
Results of the national talent
contest will be decided March
26.. Winners will receive cash
prizes and a scholarship for the ·
school they represent.

Newly Offered Art Appreciation Class
Satisfies Both Students and Teachers

Godfather's PizZa~
247-9591
836-0142
2"·6666
345-85611
1121·7262

"It's not logical to assume that
most students have the kinds of
backgrounds necessary to appreciate
all concerts, exhibits and theater arts
performances. But the students
seem quite intet'ested in the material
presented," Paxton said.
Paxton, a Ph.D. candidate in art
history who also has an MFA in stu-

dio art, said the course benefits students because they 1\aVe direct contact with the material being studied.
The class time - 6:30-8 p.m. on
Thursdays - allows students, on
many occasions, io go directly from
lectures to performances.
The course is presently being
funded by the University Challenge
Assistantship. awarded by the
Graduate School.
·
Paxton also said it is time for the
college to make a decision as to
whether or not the course will be
funded in the future. "Experiencing
the Arts" was planned with the. expectation it would continue.

Sigma Alpha Iota Plans. Benefit Recital
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happiness on Christmas day in Daddy Warbucks' Fifth Avenue mansion .
The inspirational musical has
charmed audiences of all ages
throughout the world. In Mexico,
Annie is fondly known as Anita.
The Tuesday and Wednesday per..
formances begin at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are $20, $18 and $14, with a $2
discount for students.
Early reservations are suggested.
For ticket information, contact the
Popejoy Hall Box Office at 2773121.

'
. The heart-warming, rags-tonches story about a little girl in
search of her parents was born of the
continuing comic strip, Little
Orpha11 Annie, which was created
by Harold Gray in 1924,
A story of love and optimism,

Annie is set in New York City during
.the Depression. The tale follows the
travels and adventures of the
diminutive herione from her loneliness at the mun(ciple orphanage to

KNME To Air Godunov Story

Jack Wolfgang, a 34-year-old
· guitarist/vocalist, and The
Muttz, a high-energy band that
specializes in dance music, will
represent the University of New
Mexico at the All-American Collegiate Talent Search to be held in
Las Cruces next .month.

NEW MENU and NEW CHEF

ductions playing simultaneously in
the United States.

the Albuquerque Alumnae Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, an internal tiona! music fraternity for women,
will present its annual Scholarship
Benefit Recital at UNM's Keller
Hall at 3 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 27. The
program will feature John Clark,
principal string bassinst of the Utah
' Symphony and Albuquerque sopra·
no Sandra Rogers. They wiU be
assisted by Jukie Wilkins Clark and
Martha Rowe.
A professor at Utah State University and the University of Utah,
Clark has appeared as soloist, lecturer and guest teacher throughout the
western United States. Rogers, a
graduate of the University of Texas
with a masters degree from South·
west Texas State University, has
sung roles with the Albuquerque
Opera Theater and the Civic Light
Opera. She has also served as a voice
instructor at UNM Community College •

..
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The program will include works
of string bass by Vcracini, Schubert,
J.S. Bach, Richard Wunder, Paganini and songs by Hugo Wolf.
Admission is $5 for adults; $3 for
students and senior citizens. Proceeds will go to the Sigrna Alpha
Iota scholarship fund for UNM
Music students. Tickets are avail·
able through the Fine ArJ.s Box
Office, The Violin Shop, The Music

Mart, Sob Farley Music Center and
Riedling Music.
Clark will hold a string bass master class Saturday, Feb. 26 from 2 to
4 p.m. in the UNM Fine Arts Building, room B117. Registration will
begin at 1:30 p.m. at the Fine Arts
box office. Fees, to be donated to the
scholarship fund, are $5 for participants and $2 for observers.

Godu11ov: The World to Dance in,

a biographical portrait of internationally acclaimed premiere danseur, Alexander Godunov, will air
at .8 p.m. Wednesday, March 2, on
KNME, channel 5.

Godmzov: The World to Dance in

time. This is not just a program about a ballet dancer, but rather a universal statement about one man's
quest.for personal and artistic freedom. Not only must he achieve the
same standards expected for all
world-class dancers, but he must go '
one step futher, for he carries an
extra burden - the heritage of Russian dance that dates back centuries.
Godunov is the living legacy of the
great ballet tradition of the Russian

complex personality of Alexander
Godunov.
From defecting to America with
only 75 cents in his pocket, leaving
farnily and friends behind, to eventual success and the chance to per·
form around the world, this chronicle of the life of Godunov documents his adaptation to the West, his
endless quest to be on stage, to perform and to bring his art to the
largest audience possible.
Funding for this special is made
possible by public television stations.

traces the dancer's early childhood
in Riga, Latvia, to a successful
career at the prestigious Bolshoi
Ballet where he by-passed. the usual
corps de ballet training and immediatcdly danced the principal role of maledan9~
Siegfried in Swan Lake. Godunov's
Interspersed throughout the
career at the Bolshoi was cut short by documentary are rarely seen glimpconflict between the defiant young ses of the world of ballet - Godudancer and the Soviet authorities. nov's rehearsal with ballerinas such
This led to his dramatic defection as Cythina Gregory; the moments
and the subsequent detention of his before and after a performance backwife at JFK airport in 1979, Ballet stage and in the dressing rooms, and
performance material taped th trials and tribulations of touring.
throughout America during GoduAlso included is rare Russian
nov's successful 1982 summer tour
footage
of Godunov dancing with
(shortly after his stormy parting
from American Ballet Theater) is the legendary Bolshoi Ballerina,
.Maya Plesitskaya in A1ma Kareliialso highlighte.d.
na. Godunov is also seen relaxing at
Godunov' s personal insights and home in Los Angeles where his condance blend together to illustrate one stant companion, actress Jacqueline
of the great personal stories of our Bisset, shares her insij::hts into the

CU~rcr'-'tfi

March Christened
Albuquerque Mayor Harry Kinney bas proclaimed March "Youth
Art Month" in connection with a
show of youth art that will open Feb.
20 at 3 p.m. in the art education
department gallery at the University
of New Mexico.
Professor Beverly Schoonover of
the UNM art education department
said the public is invited to the open-

qnte

MON: Ladies .2 for 1 Ha
TUES: Men's .2 For 1 ..............=
Wf:D: Children's $5.00 ··~··~~·~ ,,
THURS: $.25.00 P~>.rms
Punk Rock .2 for 1 "-'i<:':!-:.~:;;; •••
8To8
Offer good
thru 3·19·83
NW

ing .reception in the gallery at the Art
Education Building.
"Artwork in the show ranges in
grade level. from kindergarten
through the 12th grade and geographically frorn every sector of the
state," she said. "The show is the
first in a planned series. It marks the
beginning of a cooperative venture

Art Month"
with the Governor's Gallery in Santa
Fe, which this March, will open a
companion show of youth art.''
Artworks for the show were
selected by a jury. Kinney's proclamation said support of the arts is a
major goal oflocal and state government and art educators ate to be congratulated for bringing public attention to the work of young artists.

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

STARTS TOMORROW

Expand Your Horizons
And Your Transcript!
LAST CHANCE· LIVE ON STAGE

If you wiD be .a sophomore or a junior
next year and are a New Mexico resi·
dent, the 56 colleges and universities
of the National Student Exchange pro·
gram offer you the opportunity to attend school out of state and pay in·
state tuition, allowing you an inexpen·
sive way to live and study in a different
part or the

.\THE BROADWAY MUSICAL
Monday, February 21 • 7:30 PM
Tickets: $20,$18,$14
Tuesday, Wednesday
February 22, 23 • 2:15 PM
Tickets: $20, $18, $14

u.s.

Sound like a good deal? It is! For details
contact Suzanne Hart, Assistant Director of Admissions Scholes Hall, Room

Remaining Tickets:
All Students and
children '1/2 price
for all perlonnances

l 09, 277 ·5829.

Deadline ·For'Appllcatlons
Is Febi'llaty 23.

Symphony In Need of Musicians

Tickets available at all
Ticketmaster outlets
Telephone 277·3121 for

the New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra, Yoshimi Takeda music
director and conductor, will be holding mid-year auditions for the 1982·
83 season on Monday, Feb. 28.
Openings are in iha violin and tuba
sections. The musical repertoire is
available at the New Mexico Sym-

Information

,

·. .,. .:.' ~"'-/

~~vouth

.. H8 II
PoP8J0Y

·WEEKLY SPEf~l.ilLS

Mo11 ·sat
6540

TOMORROW, the hit song from the play "Annie" is sung by
Kathleen Sisk.

phony Office, 220 Gold Ave., SW.
Violin auditions will be held from 1
to 8:30 p.rn. on Monday, Feb. 28.
and the tuba auditiohs at 9 p.m .. All
auditions wiiJ be held in th UNM
Fine Arts Complex, Room B-120,
For appointments call the NMSO
office at 842-8565.

M1sterch1rge end VIse phone otders1ccepted

•
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Sports

YOUR SPORTS

UTEP Shines as WAC Leader in 61-50 Win
By Steve King
University of Texas-EI Paso
Coach Don Haskins is one of the best
coaches in lhe country and proved it
Saturday night when his leagueleading Miners pl<!yed the UniversitY of New Mexico.
The Miners took the lead at the
12:40 mark of the first halhnd never
gave it up - the mark of a winning
team. And winning teams have great
coaches.
The Miners stopped the Lobos 6150 in a Western Athletic Conference
basketball game plnyed before
16,482 patrons at University Arcnn.
UTEP used a patient offense and a
stiff 2-1-2 defense which shut down
the Lobo's inside game.

"That was probably the first time
in 40 years that I've used a zone for
an entire game," said Haskins, who
sat in the stands before the game
with fanner count(lrpart nnd good
friend Norm Ellenberger.
Tough inside play by Lobo
Michnel Johnson staked the hom(l
team to an 8-4Jead with 14:21left in
the first half, but turnovers plagued
the Lobos during the next 10 mintJtes and the Miners took advantage
of the mistakes and proceeded to
race to a 28-19 lead with 4:18 left
remaining in the half.
The Miners led 30-23 at the half.
The Lobos had numerous opportunities to cut the UTEP lead in the
second half, but UNM would either
turn the ball over or take a bad shot.

The Lobos trailed 45-38 with 7:40
remaining, but the Miners scored II
straight points before UNM could
score with I: IS left.
The Lobos, who fell to 12-12 for
the year and 4-8 in the WAC were

led by Tim Garrett with II points
and Don Brkovich with 10. The
Lobos will venture to Florida State
Tuesd11y, before returning to the Pit
to play Brigham Young and Utah
this weekend.

The 17-7, 8-3 Miners were led by
Luster Goodwin with 14 points,
while teammates Byron Walker and
Kevin Hamilton added 10 each. Sixfoot-11 Dave Fietl Jed the Miner
board attack with eight rebounds.

Lobos Cl9bber Trinidad By 70
By Steve King
The High Country Athletic Conference championship and a berth to
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association post-season tourney arc
definitely out of the picture for the
University of New Mexico women's
basketball team, but that doesn't
mean that the Lobos aren't a sound
basketball squad.
The Lobos took out their season's
frustrations Friday night, on the Trinidad State Junior College Trojans,
as they waltzed to a 111-41 win in a

non-conference hoop encounter at
the Pit.
Sophomore scoring machine Ali·
son Foote pumped in a game-high 25
points to lead in the sound trouncing
before the largest crowd to see a
Lobo game in some time. Foote's
3-point play staked the home team to
an 11-0 lead, three minutes into the
game.
Trinidad finally got on the
scoreboard on its next trip down the
floor, as Dinah Navarette hit a pair
of free throws. UNM led 60-18 at the
half and never looked back. The

~~~~~~HARR~tAc~~~~~l
§
(Across from the Journalism B.ldg)
.
~

UNM'S BEER & WINE DRINKING
HEADQUARTERS
Featuring Draft Coors & Herman Josephs

~

\

~

St. Pauli Girl (Germany) $1.75
Grolsch (Holland) 16oz. Swing top $2.50
Moosehead Lager (Canada) $1.50
Domestics: Miller, Ute, & Lowenbrau

§
§

The game's leading rebounder
was Foster with 13. Fellow freshman Danene Manning dished out
seven assists to lead UNM. The
Lobos outrcboundcd the smaller
Trojans 70-49, shooting 51.1 percent from the field.
The 10-8 Lobos will hit the road
this weekend to face the leagueleading Brigham Young Cougars
Friday night, before· taking on the
Utah Lady Utes in Salt Lake City
Saturday. The Lobos are 1-4 in
HCAC action.

Fast, Free Delivery

~·

Wines

Inglenook Chablis, Rose, & Burgundy
§
Sangria Wine Coolers 75¢ each or $4.00 for a Pitcher
~.Remember, Beer & Wlne.not sold t.o minors & must be. accompanied
~by a meal/Repeat 11.uurchases OK a.fter meal)
-~'?.:~~~~-·-·~~~~.o:~~~~~~~~

'JIDEO

r--~

I

I

with this coupon

with this coupo11

1

Just in

CHOUINARD
Climbing Ropes
New selection of Jansport Packs
Free Bicycle Repair Inspection
Stop by and see great sel~ons
In our ather departmel\ts.

FRANK SHOP.TEP.
running wear

HERE NOW!

•
•
•
•

Kayaldng
Blcydlng
Siding
Sail Boarding

• Dackpacldng
•Tenol.s
• Running
• Rock Cllml:>lng

$1.50
$1.50 off

any 16" pizza.

One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 2-27-83

$.75
$.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per olz1a
Expires: 2-27-83

Fast, Free Delivery

Fast, Free Delivery

3920 Central SE
262·1662

3920 Central SE
262-1661

II.

Expires 3-3·83

I
I

I

Expires 3-3~83

1
1

I

FOUL: Deleesa Cordova of Trinidad College tries to trip up
Lobo Allison Foote during UNM's 111-41 win atthe Pit Friday
evening,

I

L-----~---~-------~-L-~---~--!
MA Cclni(.;.ndry & Dry Cloenlna
2723 Son Mlloa Blvd. NE

UCL

to be given away every day.

I With this coupon :

1

Expires 3-3-83

FREE T-SHIRT

-~~--~

II

I

Come in and register to win a

262·1662

1

I
I

268-0949

3920 central sE·

Buy $1.00
f .
1 worth of tokens
.
1 Wash-Dry
1Get $1.00 worth 1 ~ry Cleanmg I
Fold
1 of FREE tokens I IS $1.00 lb. I
.50~ lb.
1 coupon per
customer

9-6 Mon•Sat

highly outmatched Trojans shot a
polar region 18 percent from the
floor as they shot hurriedly
throughout.
Lobos Debie Leeper and Yvonne
McKinnon, working freely inside,
hit 16 points apiece, while teammates !3etsy Collins and Winnie
Foster added 12 markers each coming off the bench. Every Lobo that
suited up played, a lot and scored.

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

HAPPY HOUR DAILY
2pm till
Pitchers $2.50 & $2. 75l

.mported Beers:

§
§
§
§.

0222 Ctmt'ral SE

(2 blocks east of U.N.M.)

.,,

closing~

By the glass 75¢ & 85¢
By the pitcher $2.75 & $3.25
,

SPECIALTY SHOP

1 coupon

..... doy

Gconzales' Vaulting
Flips Lady Miners

2626 Central SE
Ph. 265-9916

F,oronly $1 O.OOpcryearyou can send the Daily
Lobo to any address in the whole US of A. That
means all75 papers published in semester I. all
73 papers published in semester 11, and even all
nine papers published during the summer session wiU be mailed the day they are published.
That's 157 newspapers delivered home for only
$10.00.
Bring your $10 to our office, Maron Hall
Room 131 (on ){edondo Dr. between
the journalism and. biology buildings) any
time from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Mollday through J<'riday or mail it to UNM
Box20, Alb. N.M. 87131

By ){obin Anderson

.

.

.

.·

.

..

-~~

EASY: UTEP Miner Dave Fe1tl puts up two points over Lobo Don Brkollich's best efforts
Brlcovich and the rest of the UNM squad were outmanned and outgunned atthe Pit Saturday
night. The Miners won 61-50.

Chihuahua Offers SpQrts Skills
By Steve King
The emphasis was on fun this
weekend as the University of New
Mexico Intramural Department
hosted a group of athletes from the
Chihuhua Institute of Technology as
part of a cultural exchange program
between the two schools.
UNM intramural athletes competed with Chihuahua itJ men's and
women's basketball games. Each
team played twice, with UNM win·
tJirtg both women's games, The men
split their wins.

In the first women's game, UNM
defeated Chihuahua .S 1·38. The
Lobos were paced by former varsity
standout Jean Rostermundt who
scored eight points. It! the second
game UNM won 56-4 7 as Lobo Anita Romero notched 10 points. The
women were coached by Tim
Gutierrez.

.rios ripped the nets for 31 points
while ex· varsity player Ron Robin:
son scored I 7 for UNM. The men's
team was coached by Dick Baldizan.
"\he teams were competitive,
but. fncndly,'' said Stephen Swinny,
assistant. coordinator ofthe UNM intramural program. "The women
were friendly, but the men fought it
On the men's side~ UNM took out and played real hard.
the first game 71·64. Matt Pribble
"Both groups had a good time.
led all scorers with J4 poitJts for Since they (the visitors) lived with
UNM. Chihuahua got its revenge in the people in the dorms or in their
the second contest, with an 81·65 apartments, they were dose, which
triumph. Chihuahua's Sergio Bar- made the experience fun."

The season's last home meet for
the University of New Mexico
women's gymnastics team Friday
began with flowers and finished
with a win and a record vault.
UNM. won the meet against the
University ofTexas-El Paso 174.0543,25. Only two Lady Miners competed. Before competition, roses
and carnations were given to the
Lobos along with a special tribute to
senior Natasha Strelkoff.
Lobo Antoinette Gonzales broke
the school record with a 9.5 vault
and won the all-around with a36A5.
UNM's Cyndi Backman tied with
UTEP's Elizabeth Blake for second
with a score of 35.8.
"The meet started out great but
the performances on balance bean\
blew it and the t1oor exercise was
bad," UNM Coach Pete Langdon
sai.d. "We thought vaulting was
gou1g to be our worst event."
GotJzalcs took first itJ the vault;
Backman was second with a score of
9. I . On the uneven parallel bars,
Aline RobitJson and Gonzales tied
for first with a 9.1. UTEP's Blake
took first on the beam with a 9.1 ;

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS®

Backman was second with a score of
8.75. In the floor exercise Gonzales
was first with a 9.3; Backman was
second with a 9.25.
''We got what we deserved,"
Langdon said. "The judging was
good; we just didn't put it together
on the last events.''
UNM'had eightfaUs on the beam.
Robinson was injured on a dismount
which put her out of the floor event.
"It has to do with a lack of con·
centration. What I'll have to do now
is get angry with them and make
them think about what they are
doing," Longdon said.
Longdon said the team score
should keep them in the top 20 but it
didn't help them in competition. He
also said he was 11ot pleased with the
effect the perfommnce would have
on future audiences.
"You can't expect people to
come back and watch the team gives
them this type of performance,"
LotJgdon said.
The Lobes will compete at
Brigham Young University on
March 4 on the regular season and
then will go to NCAA Regionals
during the last week of March.

Lon Nunley
This week's Budwelset/UNM Intramural Player of the Week is Lon
Nunley. Lon, a freshman Biology msjor from Ruidoso, was chosen
for his performance In this year's Men's Powerllfting Tournament.
Lon squat-lifted 425 pounds, bench•pressed 3.35 pounds and lifted
440 pounds to finish first in the l20 pound weight class. Lon is
attending UNM on a football scholarship and plays linebacker for the
Lobos, He says he. is looking forward .to the challenges of next
football season and predicts that the Lobos will have a winning
season. He also says, ''HI.Mom, send rnoneyl" Once again, our con·
gratulations to Lon Nunley, this week's Budwelser/UNM Intramural
Player of the week.

lntramurals/Campus Recreation
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fireplace, basement, double garage, S~~o. ~66-~528.
fiq~nce? Jan Biefeld, MA counselor. 883·1368. 2/24
2121
GUITA,R LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and Rental Data.
rentals, MARC's Guitar Center, 143 l:larvard SE. FO!fREN'f: EFf'lCJENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
265·3315,
tfn N,E., $210/mo., for one person, $230/rno, for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $150 security deposit. Fully
PltOFF.SSJONAL TYPING BY English/MA. editor.
Vast exJlCricnce w/dissertations, papers. Editing furnished-security locks and laundry facilities, No
av.ullable. 256-0916.
2/25 children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
ACIJLEX WORO PROCESSING: Theses, dlsser·
Tl:IE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
tatlons, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181.
2/25 · downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320, All utilities paid. Deluxe
PIANO, DEGREED, EXPERIENCEO, reasonable. kitchen with dishwashe~ nod qisposal, recreation
266·6212.
2/21
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
A· I TYPIST, T.ERM Jlapers, resumes. 299·8910.
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 24J·2494. tfn
2/28
VERY .DF.ST PROFESSIONAL typing. Term papers,
3/4
dissertations, resumes. Reasonable. 296·1794.

Daily LObo
Classified
Advertising

·s.

4. Housing

17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.
Deadline in 1:00 p . m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Come to our of{7ct'. Mumn //all Room /31 r011 Reclonclo Dr. between th~
JOUrna/i.\111 am/ /Jio/ORY l111ildinMs J any lime /i"lnn R:OO a .111. to 5:00 p .111. Mmultl)
through Friday or mail it to UNM

1. Personals
WHAT'S AI.!. TillS fuss I hear about showing
phonugrnpluc films on camJlU~? -Emily Uuelle.
2121
r:JIIST SEAl, n:AM members: Just a hello, and
hope nil i~ going good liS we gear UJl for another
prm!u,ti\eSeUSOII.
2/21
lll'SY1 WHY (lO out when you can have It
delivered? Call Mr. Munchle2SS·S303.
2125
"ROI.I.JN(j TIIUNDt:lt: TIU: Coming Earth
Changes" by J.R. Jochmans. $7.50. Available from
your local booksellers.
3A
liNM WOMEN'S SOCCEil tryouts. Johnson Field,
Tues Thurs 5:00 Sat 11:00.
2125
Ulll!MI\U:R WANn:o FOR top-forty rock band
that11lnns on working! Call Jerry2S6-0SI6.
2124
om:t.YJF:'S CELIIBltATES MON()AY night live
with ~~~ Fifth Anniversary Party, Monday, Feb. 28,
Two live bands, cheap drinks. Wild! Wow!.
2128
WE•:KLY WIN()OW SPECIAL'!! At the Mixed
Bag, 121 Yale SE, 1/: block south of Central. Now
open Saturdays!.
2125
SA \'E MONEY. EAT well. All U·Can Eat specials
Mun·Sut 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. Homemade meatloaf, real
mn!htd JlOiatocs and gravy, our famous cole slaw,
only $3.95. Or green chili sour cream burrhos • flour
tortillas w/benns, Las Cruces chill strips, sour cream,
co1·ered in green chili sauce, topJ1Cd wlsalad, only
$3.95, Also full dinner menu. Uve entertainment
nightly. Morning Glory Cafe. 2933 Monte Vista NE.
268·7040.
2122
Sl.lllMIT TO YOUR creative desires. Conceptions
Southwest is now accepting submissions In literature,
visual arts, film, video, dance and J1Crformance. 277·
5656.
tfn
STU()ENT VOLUNH:ERS NEE()Ef) in 35 com·
munlty agencies. Gain satisfaction of service and
valuable experience. Cal1247-0497 or 256-1663, 3/4
PSORIASIS SUH'ERF.RS. NEW herbal formula
brings quick and effective rel!ef. Herb masters 268·
0808.
3/2
<a:T OUT o•· Albuquerque. Mazatlan sprlngbreak.
OnlY SO rcscrvatlonsleft. Dave 881•1668,
2124
MON·FRI 7 A.M.-3 p.m. Two eggs, w,w. toast, two
Keller Farms sausage patties, fresh homefrics, only
$2.49. With free green chili. Morning Gloryil"afe.
2933 Monte Vista NE. 268·7040.
2/22
TAX PRt:PARATIONt THE proJlCr preparation of
a sclf·suppotting student's 1982 return will substantially reduce tax obligations after graduatiqn.
JSO:o discount with this ad. 266·0863.
2/23
GRACE CIIURCll SINGLES. Song, Bible study,
prayer. You're welcome. Sundays, 9 a.m., Deli City,
3004·0 Central.
2/22
WE GOT OISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames, Greenwich Village (lennon Styles), gold
rimless. SS4.SO (tegul~r $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
~019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBellcs.
tfn
CO!IITACTS·POLISliiNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
l>A!'ICERS WANTE I> ··oR bachelor party. Call
Kurt at 842·51 58 or Gordon at266-1463.
2123
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con•
trnccpt!on, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn

2. Lost & Found
}'OUND: f'EMAU: OOG, Terrier x, black. Flea
collar, rhinestone collar with 1975 Deming tags.
UNM atca. 255-1493.
2122
LOSTt A II OX of t·shirts· bchlltging to the UNM
Skydiving Club. Was lost in the SUD Tues., 2/lS.
t\ny information, please call 266-7596 or 822·5277
Tarn. Reward.
2/21
•·ouND: SUNGLASSES. Oeserlbc and claim In 131
Marron Hall.
2122
•·ouNn: GLASSES IN free parking, Show l.tl. and
clahn at Jj I MartOH Hall.
2/23
IIOOK ..OUNO IN Physics Lab and Le~turc Hall
reb. IS. Describe and claim nt 131 Matron Hall.
2122
11RANCISCO ORTIZ' KEYS found ttnd turned In at

lJo1

20, A/h. N.M. 87131

131 Marron Hall. Show J.D. to claim.
2/22
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
JOliN DIIOWN Ylm:o Service can create for you a
video record or anything from home inventories to
wedding,~ or science projects to portfolios. Cail 8884661.
2125
TRANSLATION ANIJ TUTOR Service In German
available. Jennifer W. 268-6269.
2/21
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/Charts/Graphs in
my home. Call the Other Office. 884-6564.
3/10
TYPING. 51/PAGE. 293·4892.
2/25
SEX IS ALMOST ns good as skydiving, Parachute
classes weekly. Albuquerque Parachute Center. 877·
~~

3~

TYPIST, ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
2128
GERMAN GRAOUATE STUDENT doc5 tran·
slatlons. Call 265-2302.
2124
BABYSITIING MY HOME, Ncar UNM. MWF
Sllhr. 266-3225.
2125
IIICYCLING COURSE SATURDAYS. Starting
March s. Technique, physiology, maintenance,
traffic skills. Certified Instructor. 881·7863,
2124
TYPING (IBM SELECTRIC). 255·3337,
3/21
TYPING NEAR UNM. Call247·3519,
3/ll
MATil TUTORING, 842-0529.
2121
IS HERPES RUINING your love life? Want con·

c:;overed

..,.,agon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLDTOVVN

QUIET EFFICIENCY, V1 block from UNM. $160
plus electricity. Free rent until 1st, 242·5508.
2125
IIOOMMATE WANTEO FOR large two-bedroom
apartment. DO $100, montllly rent $95. 243-7900
after 5.
2/22
UNFURNISHE() APARTM.:NTS FOR Rent:
Townhouse apartment for rent. UNM area.
$295/month, washer/dryer hookup. Chaney
Investment Rciilty 884·7338, 345·3035.
2/24
SIIARE HOUS•:. FEMALE wanted to share NE
home. Washer/dryer, sepurate bath. 821·8933 after 5
p,m,
2124
FOR RENT; LAIIGE onc·bdrm apartment,
Available now. Utllitics partially paid~ UNM area,
Private parking. Only $175/mo. Inquire 266-6872.
2/24
ON SIL\'ER. $150, completely furnished. IOO's
more, 262·175 I. Guaranteed. Open seven days. Free·
listing service.
2121
LARGE FURNISH EO ROOM for rent, Private bath
and entrance. $160/mo. including utilities. 888·
4585/day. 243-4487/night.
2122
STUI>IO, SAFJ:;, POOL. parking, near UNM, all
utilities, Call after7p.m. 281·2169. $180,
2/22
OFF UNIVERSITY. FURNISHEO one bedroom,
den, bright modern kitchen, $125, 266-5528. Rental
Data.
2/21
ONE, 1WO, THREE bedroom cnmpus.area homes.
Starting at $90. Some without deposits. 262·175).
Guaranteed. Call today.
2/21
ROOSEVELT PARK. 1WO bedroom, fireplace, all
modern appliances, basement, garage, S200. 2665528. Rental Oata.
2/21
I>ELUXE FURNISIIEIJ APJS, Close to UNM and
1'VI. One bdrm $250, Two bdrm $310. Includes
utilities. No children or pets. Call268-0525,
2125
UTILITIF.S P Amt 1·2 bedroom, private parking,
$100, nodepasit. 266·5528, Rental Data.
2/21
MATURE MALE STUDENT wanted to share
furnished house nearby. $175 plus DO. Utilities
furnished. No smoking. 268-6617.
2/24
CAMPUS CLOSE, FOUR bedroom, skylights,

~IJ{0{)fiq

LARGE DRA.''fiNG TABLE, 42"X31", $150, 10·
!Peed bike $20. Small desk $25. 255·3668.
2/25
PIANO FOR SAI.E. Old upright, good condition,
$600,268-0028.
2/21
RECONI>ITIONEO SELECTRIC I typewriters
$495. G,I.C. 292-6467 (mornings), 296-3415
(evenings).
2/23
BRANIJ NEW IBM correcting Selectric II $899. GIC
292·6467 (mornings), 296-3415 (evenings).
2/23

6.

EmpJoy~ent

2/25

COMPUTER SCIENCE JUNIOR or Senior wanted
to heiJl small business set up systern. Call 884-1017.
2/22
STAFF WANTEO: COUNSELORS, cooks, nurses,
wranglers. Anderson Camps will interview interested
Persons with two years college on March 2, Check
with Stu den( Aids Office, 277·2041.
2122
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Great .income potential. All
occupations. For Information, eall602-998·0426 ext.
924,
2/21
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE. Cleaning help,
restaurant work. Skilled jobs tool 262-1751
Guaranteed. Free listing service.
2/21
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT- COLORADO
Mountain Resort employer Is seeking male and
. female applicants for: retail sales, food service and
other retail-oriented jobs. Mid-May through mid·
September. For further Information, write National
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RIDE WANTEO TO Flagstaff, Arizona, March 4,
Call Sue 277.5169.
2122
SPRINGDREAK RAFT TRIPI See the Mystical
Canyons of Dig Bend where it's already 80 degrees.
All food, equipment and transportaion from Albuq.
$360. Call Bob 888·7277.
2125
O.C. ONE·W AY plane ticket. Good thru 4/1 (with
seven days a!lyance notice of depart). $90 or best
offer. Paui277·S578.
2/21
RAJ() ON MAZATLAN! Spring break. Surf, sun,
fun! Party bus to Nogales from Student Travel
Center, 277-2336.
2124
SKI THE; E;NCIIANTJ;:O Triangle! Try our terrific
triol 2/:.!5 • 2/27. Student Travel277·2336.
2124
AOVERTISF, YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
In the Daily Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous

AMBITIOUS? NEED AOOITIONAL income? Call
for appolntment243-7223 or 293·8424. Ask for Fred.

!~
~

7. Travel

268-6547

Ask About
Our Weekly Specials

TilE BUDWEISER CLYSDF.SDALES appearing
Feb. 26, II a.m. to 3 p.m., Albuquerque Sports
2125
Stadium, "Don't miss the hitch".
GALOSHES SALE H off. Five-buckle, used, ex·
cellent. G,[, galoshes, Regularly $15, Now $7,50,
Kaufman's: A Real ArmY·Navy Store, 504 Yale SE.
265·7777.
'
2/25
AOVERTISE IN THE Daily Lobo. Come to 131
Marron Hall.
tfn

9. Las Noticias
LF.SBIAN AN() GAY Switchboard: Information
about off-campus Sl!pport/sports/fine arts groups.
Catl277-6739, MWF9·12, T&Th 9·12, 2•5.
2125
CLUB? MEETING? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
In Las Noticias.
tfn

15 to 50% oFF
on major natural brand5· of
vitamin$, minerals, herbs and
protein supplemt:nts.
READ MORE ABOl'T IT!
Send for our fREE catalog
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OPEN 7 DAY!>
.13q HARVARD ~E.
:266·7~0'1

TODAV'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Today at the

Garden
Court
Spring Fashions by:

Mountain Sports
Models by Flair
Serving 11:00-1:15

ART12TS

rush
feb21

ForSale

Park Village North, 3450 Fail River Road, Moraine
Route, Estes Park, Colorado 80517.
2121
OPENING FOR THE position of director, lnler·
national Center, UNM. for application, 277-2946.
1808 Las Lomas NE.
2/28
STUOENT JOBS. ALL types, hours, shifts, Oet to
work today. 262·175 I. Guaranteed open every day,
2/21

entries
deadline

CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST
asa gallery

ACROSS
1 Leeward
Island
5 Powerful
9 Cupboard
14 Irish isles
15 Lager
16 Road worker
17 River dirt
18 Longfellow
work
20 Draw
21 Table part
22 Was
unsteady
23 Resource
25 Intelligible
27 Vehicle
29 Millions of
years
30 Holiday
34 Sedan
36 Hearsay
38 Modify
39 N. Amer.
battlefield:
3words
42 Deputies
43 Not guided
44 Macaw
45 Doer: Suffix
46 Affirmative
47 Slashed
49- Rica

51 Drills out
54 Worthless
58 Indisposed
60 Local map
61 Bookseller
631nter64 Circuit
65 Wallet items
66 Copper
67 Harvests
68 Being: Lat.
69 Body joint
DOWN
1 Sandra's
nickname
2 Melodies
3 Railing
4 Prong
5 Edenlte
6 Slant
7 U.N. predecessor:
3words
8 Sea bird
9 Swiftness
10 Nathan11 Rotten
12 Smooth:
Phonetics
13 Astaire
19 Happy look
24 Lofty Jakes
26 Pink shade

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

28 Mouse genus
30 Miami's
state: Abbr.
31 Vermont
patriot:
2words
32 Hurry
33 Bombeck
34 Tax pros
35 Descended
37 Pouts
38 Spirit
40 Comparative
·
suffix
41 Pledge

46 Toy
48 Stow again
49 Vouchers
50 Uber (above all):
Ger.
52 Quebec's
neighbor
53 Declare
54 Steel beam
55 Frost
56 Father; Hebr.
57 Miscue
59 - majesty
62 Edgar A. -

